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Abstract
In a world where the boundary between the real and digital worlds is becoming increasingly fuzzy, effective marketing requires the development of richer and more powerful “consumer insight” that can be used to motivate
and trigger consumer behavior. At NEC, we are pursuing transdisciplinary solutions to achieve consumer insight
that draws from deeper layers of data which is essential for implementing today’s market strategies; a more
comprehensive understanding of consumer moods, feelings, desires, and aspirations. This study focuses on a
joint effort by NEC and Macromill to develop a sophisticated transdisciplinary suite of tools for gleaning consumer
insights by combining NEC’s AI technology with the wide range of consumer data possessed by Macromill.
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1. Introduction

In Section 3, we introduce the co-creation between NEC
and our partner Macromill and outline what we hope to

Today, marketing’s modus operandi is in the process of

achieve. Section 4 goes into more detail about the busi-

being thoroughly overhauled. As the boundary between

ness we have created, and Section 5 concludes with a

online and offline disappears, every business — from

look at future prospects.

retailers to financial companies to manufacturers — is
being forced to reassess its approach to marketing and
how better to understand its customers. Propelled by

2. Insight Marketing Perceived by NEC

E-commerce, marketing technology has advanced rapid-

Almost everybody today uses a mobile device. These

ly. Yet, attempts to derive consumer insight by drawing

devices free people from the restrictions of time and

solely on digitally obtained data can lead to a massive

space, enabling them to do all kinds of things — commu-

misreading of what really drives the customer when the

nicating with friends, watching a video, listening to mu-

distinction between the digital and real worlds is no lon-

sic, shopping, ordering a cab, and so on. The range of

ger clear.

available services and channels is expanding exponen-

The insight marketing services introduced in this pa-

tially, opening up a dizzying array of possibilities. And in

per leverage NEC’s AI technology to converge data to

this world of near limitless choice, it becomes ever more

gain a deeper understanding of what motivates a par-

difficult to catch a consumer’s attention. Desperate to

ticular customer and how best to trigger that customer

capture and retain customers, companies mine the data

to take a desired action. This kind of consumer insight

they have collected in an effort to glean insights that will

is increasingly crucial in today’s turbulent and rapidly

give them the edge. Yet data analysis and application in

evolving markets.

marketing is still in its infancy.

In Section 2 below, we describe how NEC thinks about

One of the things limiting effective application of mar-

insight marketing and what it should be able to achieve.

keting data is that companies tend only to use specific
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types of data in specific fields. Consumers do not nec-

marketing insights by effectively leveraging the assets

essarily purchase products only at certain retail chains,

of both companies.

nor is shopping the only part of their lives that matters.

Already, solutions that are only possible with co-cre-

Hence, if a business attempts to understand its customers

ation have emerged. These are highlighted in Section 4

by analyzing only the data it has collected itself, the un-

below.

derstanding it gains will necessarily be severely limited.
Another factor stymieing current efforts to utilize con-

4. Specific Businesses

sumer data is the failure to dig beneath the superficial
and awareness data. Purchase history may indeed be

Through the co-creation with Macromill, we have al-

important, but it is often difficult to gain a deeper insight

ready launched the following services: (1) Central Loca-

without understanding the hidden motivations behind

tion Testing (CLT) service using biometric information,

each purchase.

(2) consumer purchase prediction service using AI, and

In order to gain true consumer insight, it is crucial
to overcome these two limitations. A much broader

(3) AI analytics service D-Profile utilizing dotData.
(1) Central Location Test (CLT) service using bio-

range of data and a transdisciplinary analysis are key to

metric information (Fig. 1)

achieving the deepest possible understanding of each

Among Macromill’s many research services is what

individual — right down to the unconscious level. NEC is

is called a Central Location Testing (CLT). This type

committed to using the power of AI to achieve this goal.

of research generally is conducted in a controlled
environment such as store mock-up where the pro-

3. Co-creation with Macromill
To achieve true consumer insight, NEC chose the path
of co-creation with Macromill.

totype of a new product might be displayed. The
behavior of the test participants is monitored to examine their receptivity to the product by evaluating
their responses against the product, the package

Macromill is one of the leading companies in the mar-

design, and so on.

keting research industry. It owns a panel network en-

Macromill now incorporates NEC’s Remote Gaze De-

compassing more than ten million people in nineteen

tection AI technology in its CLT service to measure

countries from which it collects a broad range of con-

biometric responses quantitatively. The Remote

sumer data. Macromill’s massive and multifaceted data

Gaze Detection technology is used in in-front-of-

resources are composed of demographic data, ques-

the-shelves testing and individual package testing.

tionnaire data, web access information, and purchase

Because most buying decisions are made while

data based on the consumers’ daily buying records —

standing in front of store shelves, being able to de-

all obtained with consumer consent. These diverse data

termine whether the person being monitored pays

resources even include EEG (electroencephalogram)

attention to the new product is a critical datum point.

data. Macromill’s business focuses on proposals for new

If a human researcher tries to observe the shopper’s

product development ideas and sales promotion proj-

line of sight, the results are approximate at best. For

ects, and supports of new markets cultivation. In order
to achieve them it leverages these resources to conduct
research in a wide range of areas such as what is demanded in a specific market. To make their unique and
advanced data resources even more valuable, Macromill
needed additional technological assets such as sensing
and AI.
NEC, meanwhile, was known to possess several pro-

In-shelf cameras
Conventional
research

Awareness
data
from survey

Sensing
Behavioral
data

Unconscious
data

Line-of-sight

EEG

prietary number-one and only-one technologies that had
been demonstrated to be very compatible with the marketing field. However, NEC’s focus on the B2B business
meant that it didn’t have the consumer data to take advantage of these technologies.
It was a perfect match. Combining Macomill’s consumer data with NEC’s AI technology reinforced the
strengths of both companies to build an extremely robust cooperative relationship that will co-create new

Digitalize biometric information

Use biometric information (line-of-sight/EEG) to
record the hard-to-verbalize strength of packaging

Gain a deeper understanding of
Consumers' true feelings

Fig. 1 CLT service using biometric information.
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more precise results, the shopper has to wear a goggle-type line-of-sight measurement device. However,
when NEC’s Remote Gaze Detection technology is

Highly accurate consumer/purchase data
estimation using customer profile
estimation technology

used, no dedicated measurement device needs to be
worn and line of sight can be estimated accurately.
NEC’s Remote Gaze Detection technology makes it

Data supplement
by estimation

possible to accurately detect the direction of someone’s gaze using images captured with conventional
cameras1). It applies the face feature point detection technology, which constitutes the core of NEC’s

Limited panel
size data

world’s number-one face recognition technology2).
Able to reliably and accurately perform detection
with no need for a dedicated device and even from
a remote location, this technology makes it possible
to conduct research in more natural environments.
Meanwhile, in the individual package testing, NEC’s

Limited variation
(depth)
to collected data

Data expansion/
augmentation
by estimation

Sale of supplemented/augmented data

Able to analyze new products/
low frequency purchase products
more accurately
Fig. 2 Consumer purchase estimation service using AI.

gaze detection technology is combined with the
EEG sensing technology developed by Centan, a
subsidiary of Macromill. This combination makes it

tained in cases where the volume of purchases is

possible to discern whether a design element in the

low — for example, with newly released products

monitored person’s line of sight moves to a positive

or low-frequency purchase products. Similarly, per-

or negative side in their brain. By performing these

forming an analysis by multiplying multiple data

two testing methods, you can index — in terms of

using a data management platform (DMP) can lead

both the transition of gaze and psychologically —

to unreliable results.

the strength of engagement, which in turn allows

NEC the WISE’s customer profile estimation tech-

you to assess the degree to which the item has at-

nology is based on NEC’s exclusive relationship

tracted the customer’s interest.

mining technology 3). It apprehends the tenden-

A preliminary verification test for this service was

cies of existing data and multiplies it by a number

conducted in September 2018. The test proved

of factors, automatically estimating missing data

that this service is capable of obtaining insight

with high precision. This technology has achieved

about consumers’ actual and emotional responses

impressive results in academia and in 2017 was

in the process of selecting products. The following

selected to be one of the oral sessions at the IEEE

questions can now be answered: “Which part of the

International Conference on Data Mining (ICDM),

product did you see first?” “Which other products

the world’s premier annual research conference on

did you compare against?” and “Was your mental

data mining. It is worth noting that the acceptance

response negative or positive?” — which are difficult

rate for oral sessions at ICDM 2017 was a mere

to clarify in conventional questionnaires.

nine percent.

By applying the sensing technology of NEC the

Utilization of this technology makes it possible to

WISE to marketing, we can overcome the barrier of

estimate and expand purchase data with high preci-

superficial data and go beyond the awareness data

sion even if some panel members have no purchase

to reach a deeper and more profound understand-

histories. This is achieved by using learning-based

ing of consumer behavior and psychology.

analysis of the panel data which includes detailed

(2) Consumer purchase prediction service using
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profiles and purchase histories. Drawing on data

AI (Fig. 2)

from the Macromill Household Spending Panel Sur-

This service uses NEC the WISE’s customer profile

vey (MHS) — a 20,000-member panel, this new

estimation technology to supplement missing items

AI-based consumer purchase prediction service ex-

in Macromill’s consumer data (purchase data), aug-

pands the data to the equivalent to about 150,000

menting it to a scale of approximately 100,000 con-

people, accurately estimating the missing data.

sumers.

This will address needs for consumer insight start-

A broad range of purchasing data is vital in the de-

ing from purchase, planning advertising strategies,

velopment of a marketing strategy. Unfortunately,

building a DMP, and more.

sufficient data for analysis cannot always be ob-

Using NEC the WISE’s AI technology, we can over-
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in whole
data analytics
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Cost
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•Demographicattribute
•Questionnaire
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Dedicated
analyst
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Analysis
result

Business
insight

Investment
in single
analysis unit

Cost

small

NEC
1. Demographic data, such as age, sex, residency location, family structure, and occupation.

Fig. 3 AI analytics service D-Profile utilizing dotData.

for various projects aiming to achieve true consumer
insight by leveraging AI technologies not introduced in
this paper. These include a service that unlocks the reason why a customer makes the choice they do — that is,
it reveals the actual mechanisms of the in-store buying
process by comprehensively detecting actual consumer
behavior in brick-and-mortar stores.
In the CLT service introduced in Section 4-(1) above,
candid customer responses regarding pre-release products can be gleaned from their biometric information.
After a product’s release, moreover, real-world in-store
purchase processes that take into account actual envi-

come the limitations of field-specific data, increas-

ronmental and other factors can be incorporated into

ing the value of Macromill’s transdisciplinary con-

simulations. By mutually deepening databases of re-

sumer data and supporting the realization of more

spective consumer responses and model construction

heterogeneous consumer insight.

cycles both before and after product release, it may

(3) AI analytics service D-Profile4) utilizing dotData

eventually be possible to obtain models that can predict

The D-Profile uses NEC’s dotData software — which

who responds, what products they respond to, and how

uses AI to automate data analysis processes — to

they respond to them. Using consumer insight to clarify

analyze a variety of transdisciplinary consumer data

why products are purchased or not purchased can make

owned by Macromill (attribute information such as

it possible to design products and build stores that are

age, purchase history, and access logs) in order to

more likely to be chosen by consumers, adding a new

clarify attributes and behavioral characteristics pe-

dimension to marketing that transcends the convention-

culiar to customers (Fig. 3). We began making this

al and could revolutionize the way both manufacturers

service available to multiple companies in Decem-

and retailers conduct their business.
Working together with Macromill, NEC will provide

ber 2018.
By leveraging this service, businesses will be able

companies with marketing-related data and analysis that

to free themselves from individual-dependent anal-

reflects consumption tendencies and consumers’ sense

ysis and the need to analyze large amounts of data

of values. Individual companies will be able to possess

in multiple types, while dealing with data collection,

and utilize original data, as well as take advantage of a

storage, and analysis tools, as well as having to

broad range of secure, reliable data that will strengthen

recruit and retain dedicated analysts — all on their

and deepen their consumer insight. All of this redounds

own. A completely new service that has never ex-

to the benefit of the consumer as it helps create a world

isted before, the D-Profile uses transdisciplinary

where each individual is free to pursue and enjoy value

analysis to enable companies to excavate new and

and abundance custom-created for them. Because it

more detailed customer profiles.

so brilliantly leverages the potential of NEC’s advanced

The D-Profile also facilitates comprehensive cus-

technologies and expands their possibilities, we are

tomer-based analysis by applying dotData to “deep

confident that this co-creation will serve as a powerful

data” and “wide data” — such as CLT — utilizing

business platform that will innovate marketing in ways

biometric information and our AI-based customer

as yet to be discovered.

purchase prediction service, respectively. This will
enable us to focus on the achievement of transdisciplinary marketing, which offers deeper and truer
perspectives, while transcending the limitations of
both specific and superficial data.
5. Conclusion
The services we have discussed above are just a small
sample of the marketing solutions that combine NEC’s AI
technologies with Micromill’s assets. Also currently underway are multiple planning and verification activities
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